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When he walked into World Cafe Live at the Queen for the first time
last week, Wilmington’s John DiEleuterio got the same jolt that
thousands of others have since the venue opened a year ago.
The 37-year-old music fan, who grew up in Delaware, was standing
in front of the English post-punk band The Psychedelic Furs in the
heart of his own city – a five-minute drive from his home –
surrounded by a hulking yet sleek theater that melds the Queen’s
nearly 100-year-old history with every modern touch available.
Even though the venue hasn’t hosted many acts that he’s wanted
to see, DiEleuterio had been eager to see the city’s newest musicthemed nightspot and finally went with eight friends last week.
“It was amazing. Walking in there for the first
time, it had the impact I wanted it to have,”
says DiEleuterio, who has been accustomed
to going to Philadelphia to see his favorite
bands over the years. “Being able to get
there in five minutes just added to the
awesomeness of the evening and that’s
something only [Wilmington residents] can
value.”
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Like many first-time visitors, DiEleuterio had
pretty lofty expectations, and they weren’t all
met. He’s used to lower prices in Delaware
bars compared to Philadelphia and was
taken aback by the Queen’s drink prices: his
order of two shots of Jameson whiskey and a
Coke forced him to cough up $18.75, leaving
his pockets empty.
His mostly glowing Facebook post reviewing
his “maiden voyage” ended with, “Book some
more artists/bands that appeal to a wider
audience and you might just see us again!
With flask in back pocket ’cos your drink
prices are offensive!”
‘Better than we had hoped’
Fans enjoy drinks at the downstairs bar before the
Psychedelic Furs take the stage for a concert earlier
this month at World Cafe Live at The Queen. / The
News Journal/GARY EMEIGH

Sunday marks the first anniversary of the
opening of World Cafe Live at the Queen on
Wilmington’s Market Street, the theater that
has welcomed 120,000 customers and
hosted about 700 shows in its first year
across its two stages.

World Cafe Live founder Hal Real, who sold
his Malvern, Pa., home and moved to Wilmington’s Riverfront, says
the first year has exceeded his expectations, both financially and
artistically.
“It’s done better than we had hoped in just about every way,” he
says. “I’m even willing to say we have a good shot of breaking even
financially in the calendar year of 2012, which is a year or two
ahead of what we had expected.”
Whether the venue has met the heightened expectations of music
fans in Delaware is another question. Most like DiEleuterio are
genuinely impressed by the sprawling music “clubhouse,” as Real
likes to call it, but as with most super-sized venues, there are some
common complaints that surface (and resurface).
When the Queen first opened, it wasn’t ticket prices that had people
stopping in their tracks, but rather the drink prices. And while some
still grumble about the prices a year later, others have accepted
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them as Real reduced the cost of some of the brews over the past
year to better fit the market: Yuengling drafts were $6 and are now
$4, Heineken and Becks bottles went from $7 to $5 and Bass
bottles went from $7 to $5.50.
At the same time, the beer list has grown from 20 bottles and cans
to more than 80 to choose from, keeping up with the craft brew
renaissance on Market Street thanks to the popularity of smallerbatch brews at neighboring spots like The Nomad Bar, Chelsea
Tavern and Ernest & Scott Taproom.
Real admits there are “wrinkles and bumps” in the Queen’s
operation, but says the Wilmington location is already where the
Philadelphia location was after three or four years, thanks to the
experience of doing it once before.
“We’re not perfect, and we’ll never be perfect. When you have
120,000 like we had our first year, you’re going to make mistakes
as much as you’d like to bat 1,000 percent and have everybody
have a perfect experience,” he says. “But what we want people to
know is that we care. When we screw up, we do our best to fix it
and not let it happen again and there’s a lot less of that here than
Philly after a year, that’s for sure.”
The biggest challenge faced so far, Real says, was opening in April
of last year and being almost immediately confronted with the
traditionally slow summer season in Wilmington when many people
are at the beach on weekends or vacationing just as the Queen
was getting known.
“Since September, not only is our traction better with the known
acts and the nostalgia acts, but we’re beginning to see more
people come out and support some of the stuff that we’re doing
that’s not as well known and that’s great,” Real says. “A lot more
people know about us now, whether its customers, talent or agents
and they have confidence in our ability to draw audiences and we’ll
grow stronger now that we’re more established.”
Two months after opening, the Queen laid off 20 of its 100
employees as the traditionally slow summer season in Wilmington
approached. Since then, 39 people have been added to the staff
bringing the total to 119 now employed at the historic
theater,according to Queen officials.
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The venue, which has a capacity of about 850 standing and 400
sitting on its larger downstairs stage, was buoyed during slow times
by its special-event business, which had triple the business Real
had projected, hosting everything from weddings and birthday
parties to fundraisers and corporate events.
“It helped very much to stabilize us financially,” says Real, who is
scouting locations for a third World Cafe Live and hopes to
announce a new venue by the end of the year. After opening two
concert halls within 30 miles of each other, he can promise one
thing: “It will be outside of the region.”
World Cafe Live at the Queen’s one-year anniversary will be
officially feted April 19 with a screening of “House on Haunted Hill”
benefitting the Light Up the Queen Foundation – the last film shows
at the Queen in 1959 before its demise. The celebration continues
throughout the month with shows by Shelby Lynne, DJ Robert
Drake, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and Kathleen Edwards.
A few negatives
The biggest lingering complaints from regular Queen customers are
the drink prices, occasional long waits at the bar during heavilyattended shows and booking choices too similar to its sister venue
in Philadelphia.
Some want more
cutting-edge bands, which don’t normally play in Philadelphia, a city
with more competition than in Wilmington from small, independent
rock clubs like Union Transfer and bigger, more corporate rockorientated competitors like Live Nation’s Theater of Living Arts and
Electric Factory.
“Do we really need another venue in Wilmington to book Dar
Williams and Kathleen Edwards? That niche has been filled by The
Grand and the Gild Hall for a long time,” says Rob Matera, a regular
visitor to the Queen and a volunteer with the Arden Concert Gild
who helps book bands there. “They could do better. I just think they
are missing out on a whole segment of the younger demographic
that is looking to spend money on good rock, alternative, pop or
indie shows.”
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Though he’s not young, the recently announced booking of George
Clinton & Parliament Funkadelic for May 2 should be a winning
combination for even younger music fans, who have flooded his
past Delaware shows at the Bottle & Cork in Dewey Beach and the
old Stone Balloon Tavern in Newark.
Real says the biggest difference between the bookings of the two
World Cafe Live venues is that Wilmington has a bigger capacity
than the 650-person Philadelphia location, so some of the bigger
name acts like Little Feat, which Philadelphia has never been able
to book, has come to Wilmington instead.
Even with criticisms and some local (and vocal) naysayers, the
basic facts about the Queen still stand: a decaying, long forgotten
jewel of the city has been transformed into a vibrant, first-class
music hall that brings national acts and other events to Wilmington
that otherwise would never come. And for music fans in the area,
that’s what matters most and they cherish it.
So far, partner WXPN 88.5 FM has hosted three of its
simulcaste“Free at Noon” concerts from the Queen, and those
shows, along with its three-day Non-COMMvention last year that
included a taping of the syndicated radio show “World Cafe” with
host David Dye interviewing The Band’s Robbie Robertson, brings
new national attention and awareness to Wilmington as a music
town.
Earlier this month, the Queen had perhaps its best moment when
nearly 50 local musicians came together for a benefit for the Light
Up the Queen Foundation, which has raised nearly $24 million of
the $25 million it took to rebuild the theater. (Officials there expect
to complete its fundraising by the end of this year.)
The show sold out without a single national act involved and raised
nearly $30,000 for the foundation, adding to the Queen’s legacy
growing with local bands, which regularly perform on both its
upstairs and downstairs stages. Real himself even played
keyboards on a few songs and sang at the end of the night,
surrounded by a Delaware musical community than has not only
strengthened the Queen, but was itself united by the marathon
rehearsals and four-hour concert.
“It was an emotional and intellectual rush. It was the whole coming
together,” Real says. “If anything, I wish it had been on the actual
anniversary date because it seemed like it was the perfect
culmination of the first year.”

